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Subject: Comprehensive Sewer Utility Rate Study 

 

Dear Mr. Boyce: 

FCS GROUP is pleased to submit this report summarizing the results of the Comprehensive Sewer 

Utility Rate Study. This study includes the following elements: Revenue Requirement, Cost Of 

Service, Rate Design and Assessment Charge Calculation. The recommendations for the sewer utility 

are pending council approval. The detailed methodology used to arrive at these results are covered 

within this report. 

 

It has been a pleasure to work with you and other City of Woodland staff on this effort. Please let me 

know if you have any questions or need additional information on this report. I can be reached at 

(425) 274 – 2853. 

 

Yours very truly, 

 

 

Angie Sanchez-Virnoche, Principal Martin Chaw, Project Manager 

  

 

Paul Quinn, Project Consultant  Amanda Levine, Analyst  
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Section I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I.A. INTRODUCTION 
In 2018, the City of Woodland (“City”) contracted with FCS GROUP to conduct a Comprehensive 

Sewer Utility Rate Study which includes the following elements: Revenue Requirement, Cost Of 

Service, Rate Design and Assessment Charge Calculation. The study reviewed the utility’s financial 

needs over the 11-year planning period, 2020 through 2030 with rates designed for the planning 

period 2021-2025. The overall objective of the study was to establish a financial plan for the sewer 

utility (revenue requirements analysis) that will inform future financial decisions and their impacts, 

maintain equitable rates (cost of service analysis), promote long-term sustainability of the system, 

and update the city’s assessment charges.  

The comprehensive sewer utility rate study was completed and study results were presented to the 

Woodland City Council on June 15, 2020 and are currently pending approval by City Council 

(scheduled for November 16, 2020). The Resolutions being considered by Council are as follows: 

Resolution 731 – Residential Sewer Bill Charges, Resolution 732 –Sewer Assessment Charges, and 

Resolution 734 –Senior Disabled Discount. 

I.B. REVENUE REQUIREMENT 
A revenue requirement analysis forms the basis for a long-range operating and capital financial plan 

and multi-year rate management strategy. The analysis is developed by completing an operating 

forecast that identifies future annual operating costs and a capital funding plan that defines a strategy 

for funding the capital improvement needs of the City. The 2020 operating budget was used as the 

baseline for the operating expense forecast. Rate revenues were projected based on the 2018 detailed 

monthly customer billing statistics. 

Financial Policy Framework 

Financial policies form the backbone of the revenue requirement analysis. The City’s fiscal policies 

are formalized in Ordinance NO.1211, which can be found in the appendix. For topics not addressed 

in the fiscal policy Ordinance, FCS GROUP made industry standard assumptions with approval from 

the City. These policies and assumptions are described below.  

• Operating Reserves: The industry standard is to maintain a minimum balance in the 

operating reserve between 45 to 60 days of O&M expenses. For this study, a minimum of 60 

days of O&M expenses is targeted throughout the 2020-2030 study period. 

• Capital Contingency Reserve: Industry practice ranges from maintaining a balance equal to 

1 to 2 percent of fixed assets, an amount equal to a 5-year rolling average of CIP costs, or an 

amount determined sufficient to fund equipment failure (other than catastrophic failure). For 

this study, an annual target of $1.1 million is used, representing the annual average value of 

the utility’s CIP over the study period. 

• Debt Reserve: Typically specified in the related bond or loan agreement, the minimum 

balance for this reserve is most often linked to either average annual debt service, maximum 

annual debt service, or the amount issued. This study specified a reserve requirement equal to 

one year’s debt service payment. 
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• Debt Service Coverage: Bond or loan covenants will identify the required debt service 

coverage ratio for each issue.  Minimum debt service coverage is typically  1.25.  Some 

jurisdictions may target a higher debt service coverage ratio  per policy (for example 1.75 – 

2.00). This study specified a debt service coverage ratio of 1.25. 

• System Reinvestment Funding: To manage rate increases, this study does not account for a 

dedicated system reinvestment funding goal, but the City does fund system reinvestment in a 

way by allowing the surplus of revenue in the operating fund over the minimum target (60 

days) to flow into the capital fund. 

 

We recommend that the City consider adopting the following fiscal policies for the utility: 

Exhibit 1:  Sewer Utility Financial Planning Policies 

Policy Recommendation 

Operating Reserve 60 Days 

Capital Reserve 
Average of Annual CIP Costs During the 

Forecast 

Debt Service Coverage 1.25x 

Capital Funding Cash and Debt 

System Reinvestment 
Transfer to CIP operating reserves in excess 

of 60-day target 

Changes to Level of Service 

The study assumed no budget reductions. Assumed changes in level of service include:  

- Shift to monthly utility billing effective February 2021. 

- New 0.50FTE Utility Billing Clerk IV starting January 2021 to support monthly utility 

billing. 

- New 0.50FTE Senior Engineer starting 2025 to support Public Works engineering workload.  

Capital Improvement Program Needs 

Over the 11-year study period, 2020-2030, the sewer utility CIP program totals $17.1 million 

(escalated dollars). The majority of the CIP is anticipated to occur in 2027 and 2030, reflecting 

replacement of blowers at the wastewater treatment plant in 2027 and biosolids dewatering projects 

in 2030. The City presently has very little outstanding debt. In 2030, a $7.5 million debt issuance is 

forecasted to support funding the utility’s long-term capital improvement needs.  

The following chart illustrates the anticipated CIP spending need over the study period. See Section 

III.B.2 for additional detail. 
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Exhibit 2:  2020-2030 Sewer System CIP Needs (escalated dollars) 

 

Rate Revenue Requirements 

Starting in 2021, annual rate increases of 2.6% are needed to fund the utility’s needs for the 2021-

2030 forecast. The following summarizes the major rate increase drivers. 

⚫ Funding the capital improvement plan (CIP) needs over the study period, including 

supporting $7.5 million in anticipated new debt in 2030. 

⚫ Meeting operating reserves of 60 days of O&M expenditures throughout the study period. 

⚫ Maintaining debt coverage above the 1.25x minimum target. 

⚫ Implementing reserves for the capital program through the study period.  

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the sewer system revenue requirement findings.  
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Exhibit 3:  2020-2030 Sewer System Revenue Requirements 

 

I.C. COST OF SERVICE & RATE DESIGN 
The cost of service for the sewer utility determines equitable cost recovery in proportion to the 

demands each customer class places on the system based on functions of service and known or 

assumed cost causation. The functions of service reviewed for the sewer utility include:  

⚫ Customer Costs – Associated with providing service to customers.  

⚫ Wastewater Flow Costs – Related to actual and estimated wastewater volume processed within the 

system in a year.  

⚫ Strength Costs – Related to the strength of sewage processed.  

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the sewer utility’s revenue distribution based on the cost of service 

analysis (COSA) conducted as part of this study. 

Exhibit 4:  Existing Revenue 2021 vs. COSA 2021 Revenue 

 

Residential 1,080,686$   1,206,942$   126,256$      11.68%

Non-Single Family 448,432        402,478        (45,954)         -10.25%

Commercial 661,981        692,045        30,064          4.54%

Columbia River Carbonates 2,539            2,971            433               17.05%

Hamilton Materials 44,360          51,767          7,407            16.70%

Monitored Customers 253,899        200,482        (53,416)         -21.04%

Total 2,491,896$   2,556,685$   64,789$        2.60%

%$ DifferenceClass
Existing 2021 

Revenue

COSA 2021 

Revenue
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Costs fluctuate each year, meaning the necessary increase by class can also fluctuate each year. 

Because of this, interclass rate changes are not suggested unless the class’s existing revenue is over 

5.0 percent above or below the calculated cost of service including the effect of any proposed rate 

increases. The COSA results indicate that all classes, with the exception of the commercial class, are 

outside the typical cost of service range.  As a result, it is recommended that interclass adjustments 

be made to begin to correct this inequity. The adjustments will be phased in over a five-year period.  

Currently, each class is charged for wastewater based on a fixed charge and a usage charge (except 

for Columbia River Carbonates, who are not charged based on usage). In addition, the single-family, 

multi-family and RV customer bills are based on each customer’s average consumption during winter 

months during the summer months as a proxy to determine indoor water usage, and billed on their 

actual water consumption during the winter months. The proposed rates change this approach for the 

single family residential class, charging them based on last year’s winter average during every billing 

period. This switch was made to help stabilize residential bills. The remaining classes are not based 

on winter average consumption, but rather their actual water usage, considering the consumption of 

these customers generally is not outdoor usage, or to a very limited extent.  

Exhibit 5 shows the proposed rate structure for the 2021-2025 time period. The rate schedule 

includes the five-year phase in of cost of service adjustments and a shift from bi-monthly to monthly 

rates. 
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Exhibit 5:  Proposed Monthly Fixed and Volumetric Sewer Rate Schedule 

 

I.D. SUMMARY 
The rate study completed for the sewer utility indicate a need for future rate increases to address 

forecasted increases in operating costs, new capital improvement projects and to satisfy all financial 

obligations of the utility. Interclass cost of service adjustments were found to be warranted for the 

sewer utility, shifting costs away from the non-single family and monitored customer classes.  

We recommend that the City revisit the results of this rate study annually and view the study findings 

as a living document by continuously comparing study outcomes to actual revenues and expenses. 

Any significant or unexpected changes may require adjustments to the rate strategy proposed. 

Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Inside

Single Family 32.69$      33.83$      35.01$      36.24$      37.51$      38.82$      

Single Family - Discount 24.52        25.37        26.26        27.18        28.13        29.12        

Non-Single Family 32.69        31.34        30.06        28.73        27.36        25.94        

Commercial 32.69        33.83        35.01        36.24        37.51        38.82        

Industrial

Columbia River Carbonates 211.55$    223.71$    236.58$    250.18$    264.57$    279.78$    

Hamilton Materials 16.35        17.28        18.28        19.33        20.44        21.62        

Monitored Customers 32.69        33.83        35.01        36.24        37.51        38.82        

Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Inside

Single Family 0.0587$    0.0605$    0.0626$    0.0648$    0.0670$    0.0694$    

Single Family - Discount 0.0587      0.0453      0.0469      0.0486      0.0503      0.0520      

Non-Single Family 0.0587      0.0605      0.0626      0.0648      0.0670      0.0694      

Commercial 0.0881      0.0912      0.0944      0.0977      0.1011      0.1046      

Industrial

Columbia River Carbonates -$         -$         -$         -$         -$         -$         

Hamilton Materials 0.0441      0.0466      0.0493      0.0522      0.0552      0.0583      

Monitored Customers 0.0883      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      

Note: Outside city customers are charged 1.5X the inside city rate, and discount customers receive a 25% discount. 

Customer Class
$/Monthly Fixed Charge 2021-2025

Customer Class
$/cf Variable Charges 2021-2025
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Section II.  RATE SETTING PRINCIPLES 

AND METHODOLOGY 

II.A. OVERVIEW 
The methods used to establish user rates are based on principles that are generally accepted and 

widely followed throughout the industry. These principles are designed to produce rates that 

equitably recover costs from each class of customer by setting the appropriate level of revenue to be 

collected from ratepayers and establishing a rate structure to collect those revenues. 

The three key analyses completed as part of the rate study process are listed below: 

⚫ Revenue Requirement – This analysis identifies the total revenue requirement to fully fund the 

sewer utility on a standalone basis, considering operating and maintenance expenditures, capital 

funding needs, debt requirements and fiscal policy objectives. 

⚫ Cost of Service – This analysis equitably distributes costs to customer classes based on their 

proportional demand and use of the system.  

⚫ Rate Design – This analysis includes the development of rate structures that generate sufficient 

revenue to meet the sewer system’s revenue requirement forecast and to address the City’s 

pricing objectives. 

Exhibit 6 illustrates the entire rate study process. 

Exhibit 6:  Overview of the Rate Study Process 
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II.B. FISCAL POLICIES 
The basic framework for evaluating utility revenue needs consists of a set of fiscal policies. These 

policies, which can address a variety of topics including cash management, capital funding strategy, 

financial performance, and rate equity, are intended to promote long-term financial viability for the 

City’s utilities. The City’s fiscal policies are formalized in Ordinance NO.1211, which can be found 

in the appendix. For topics not addressed in the fiscal policy Ordinance, FCS GROUP made industry 

standard assumptions with approval from the City. These policies and assumptions are described 

below.  

II.B.1. Utility Reserves 

Reserves are a key component of any utility financial strategy, as they provide the flexibility to 

manage variations in costs and revenues that could otherwise have an adverse impact on ratepayers.  

Our financial modeling included the following reserve categories: 

⚫ Operating Reserve – Operating reserves are designed to provide a liquidity cushion to ensure that 

adequate cash will be maintained to deal with significant cash balance fluctuations such as 

seasonal fluctuations in billings and receipts, unanticipated cash expenses, or lower than expected 

revenue collections. Industry standard is to maintain a minimum balance in the operating reserve 

equal to 45 to 60 days . These, of course, are guidelines and actual levels should be established 

based upon each jurisdiction’s unique needs and tolerance for risk. It is assumed that any 

operating funds above the upper range are available for capital purposes and will be transferred 

to the capital reserve. Based on discussions with the City, the minimum balance of operating 

reserves is set to 60 days.  

⚫ Capital Reserve –A capital contingency reserve is an amount of cash set aside in case of an 

emergency should a piece of equipment or a portion of the utility’s infrastructure fail 

unexpectedly. The reserve also could be used for other unanticipated capital needs including 

capital project cost overruns, as well as help balance the capital needs of a utility. Industry 

practices range from maintaining a balance equal to one to two percent of fixed assets, an amount 

equal to a five-year rolling average of Capital Improvement Program (CIP) costs, or an amount 

determined sufficient to fund equipment failure (other than catastrophic failure). The final target 

level should balance industry standards with the risk level of the City. The City does not 

currently have a capital reserve target. For this study, a target is set to the full forecast annual 

average of Capital Improvement Program (CIP) costs: $1.1 million.  

Reserves should fluctuate above and below targets, and such experience does not reflect on the  

quality of budgeting or management. In fact, if a reserve remains static for extended periods of 

time without use, this may indicate that it is not set appropriately, or is unnecessary.  Utility 

reserves are intended to absorb fluctuation in revenues or expenditures without abrupt rate 

impacts. As reserve levels vary, a policy structure can define the mechanisms for regulating those 

levels and returning them to intended targets.  

⚫ Debt Reserve – Bond covenants often establish reserve requirements as a means of protecting 

against the risk of nonpayment and are typically specified as a part of these covenants. A 

common reserve requirement is one year’s debt service payment  and a debt service coverage ratio 

of 1.25 to 2.00 times. The balance held in reserve for a particular debt instrument may be used to 

make the final payment on that debt instrument. The City must continue to fully fund such 

reserves as required by bond covenant or loan agreement. Since the debt reserve provides a static 
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reserve against inability to pay, it is unnecessary to maintain operating reserves against debt 

repayment. This study specified a reserve requirement equal to one year’s debt service payment 

and a debt service coverage ratio of 1.25. 

II.B.2. System Reinvestment 

System reinvestment funding promotes long-term system integrity. Target system reinvestment 

funding levels are commonly linked to annual depreciation expense in the absence of a formal asset 

management plan. Depreciation expense is a measure of the decline in asset value associated with 

routine use of the system. Particularly for utilities that do not already have an explicit system 

reinvestment policy in place, implementing a funding level based on full depreciation expense could 

significantly impact rates.  

A common alternative benchmark is annual depreciation expense less annual debt service expenses. 

This approach recognizes that customers are still paying for certain assets through the debt 

component of their rate and intends to avoid simultaneously charging customers for an asset and its 

future replacement. The specific benchmark used to set system reinvestment funding targets is a 

matter of policy that must balance various objectives including managing rate impacts, keeping long -

term costs down, and promoting “generational equity” (i.e. not excessively burdening current 

customers with paying for facilities that will serve a larger group of customers in the future).  

To manage rate increases, this rate forecast does not account for a specific system reinvestment 

funding goal, but the City does fund system reinvestment in a way by allowing the surplus of revenue 

in the operating fund over the minimum target (60 days) to flow into the capital fund. 

II.B.3. Debt Management 

Debt issuance is a valuable tool for the City to use to finance certain costs, as it allows the City to 

spread a relatively large cost over multiple years. Debt repayment structures can be quite flexible 

(e.g. deferred principal repayment), allowing the City to “shape” its cost structure and facili tate a 

stable progression of moderate rate adjustments.  

When developing its capital funding strategy, the City must weigh the pros and cons of issuing debt 

to pay for a project. On one hand, debt issuance comes with interest and issuance costs that increase 

the overall cost borne by the utilities; on the other hand, it may mitigate rate impacts and enhance 

“generational equity,” given that the City would generally issue debt to fund infrastructure that is 

oversized to serve future growth. Too much debt issuance may limit the City’s ability to manage its 

rates, as the debt service payments and related requirements (such as revenue bond coverage) are 

“rigid” costs that generally cannot be deferred or scaled back; it may also impact the City’s credit 

rating and ability to secure low-cost debt. Excessive aversion to issuing debt can also create 

problems, as it shifts the burden of funding capital investment to existing customers and may require 

maintaining higher reserve levels to manage cash flow needs related to capital investment. 

It is prudent to consider policies related to debt management as part of a broader utility financial 

policy structure. Common debt management policies may include the level of acceptable outstanding 

debt, debt repayment terms, bond coverage and total debt coverage targets.  

II.C. REVENUE REQUIREMENT 
A revenue requirement analysis forms the basis for a long-range financial plan and multi-year rate 

management strategy for the sewer system. It also enables the City to set utility rate structures which 
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fully recover the total cost of operating the sewer system: capital improvement and replacement, 

operations, maintenance, general administration, fiscal policy attainment, cash reserve management, 

and debt repayment. Linking rate levels to a financial plan such as this helps to enable not only sound 

financial performance for the City’s utility funds, but also establishes a clear and reasonable 

relationship between the costs imposed on utility customers and the costs incurred to provide the 

service. 

A revenue requirement analysis establishes the total annual financial obligations of the utility by 

bringing together the following core elements: 

⚫ Fiscal Policy Analysis – Identifies formal and informal fiscal policies of the City to ensure that 

current policies are maintained, including reserve levels, rate funded capital and debt service 

coverage. 

⚫ Capital Funding Plan – Defines a strategy for funding the City’s capital improvement program, 

including an analysis of available resources from rate revenues, debt financing, and any special 

resources that may be readily available (e.g., grants, outside contributions, etc.).  

⚫ Operating Forecast – Identifies future annual non-capital costs associated with the operation, 

maintenance, and administration of the system. 

⚫ Sufficiency Testing – Evaluates the sufficiency of revenues in meeting all financial obligations, 

including any coverage requirements associated with long-term debt. 

⚫ Strategy Development. Designs a forward-looking strategy for adjusting rates to fully fund all 

financial obligations on a periodic or annual basis over the projection period. 

II.D. COST OF SERVICE 
The purpose of a cost of service analysis is to provide a rational basis for distributing the full costs of 

providing sewer utility service to each class of customers in proportion to the demands they place on 

the system. Detailed cost allocations, along with appropriate customer class designations, help to 

sharpen the degree of equity that can be achieved in the resulting rate structure design. The key 

analytical steps of the cost of service analysis are as follows:  

⚫ Functional Cost Allocation – Apportions the annual revenue requirement to the major functions of 

the system:  

» Sewer: flow (collection), strength (treatment) and customer (general customer costs). 

⚫ Customer Class Designation – Identifies the customer classes that will be evaluated as part of the 

study. Existing as well as new or revised customer classes or class definitions may be considered. 

It is appropriate to group customers that exhibit similar usage characteristics and service 

requirements. 

⚫ Cost Allocation – Allocates the costs from the functional cost allocation to different customer 

classes based on their unique demands for service as defined by system planning documents  

(2017 General Sewer Plan by Gray & Osborne), industry standards, and recorded user history 

(from billing data). The results identify shifts in cost recovery by customer class from that 

experienced under the existing rate structure.  

II.E. RATE DESIGN 
The principal consideration of rate design is for the rate structure to generate sufficient revenues for 

the system which are reasonably commensurate with the cost of providing service. The pricing 
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structure is largely dictated by the objectives of the system. Most sewer utility rate designs consist of 

fixed and variable charges. Fixed costs typically attempt to cover costs of the system that do not vary 

while variable costs will fluctuate with a change in user demand, in the City’s case, water 

consumption and average winter water consumption from the previous year . 

Other considerations include understandability by the rate payer; administrative ease; revenue 

stability; interclass and intraclass customer equity; and affordability. For additional detail refer to 

Section III.D.
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Section III. REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

III.A. INTRODUCTION 
The City of Woodland operates a sewer utility responsible for collecting, transporting, and treating 

residential, commercial, and industrial wastewater. The City’s wastewater infrastructure includes 

approximately 121,000 feet of mainline gravity sewer, 75,000 side sewers, 14,000 feet of force main 

and 14 wastewater lift stations. This flow is then transported to the City’s Wastewater Treatment 

Plant at Sandalwood Road.  

III.B. REVENUE REQUIREMENT OVERVIEW 
A revenue requirement was completed for the sewer utility and forms the basis for the long-range 

financial plan and multi-year financial management strategy. The analysis is developed by 

completing an operating forecast that identifies future annual operating costs and a capital funding 

plan that defines a strategy for funding the capital improvement needs of the sewer system. 

III.B.1. Operating Forecast 

The purpose of the operating forecast is to determine whether the existing rates and charges are 

sufficient to recover the costs the City incurs to operate and maintain the sewer system. The 2020 

budget formed the baseline for this forecast. The study reviewed the utility’s financial needs over the 

11-year planning period, 2020 through 2030. The following list highlights some of the key 

assumptions used in the development of the sewer utility operating forecast.  

III.B.1.a Operating Revenue 

⚫ Rate Revenue was based on 2018 actual detailed customer accounts and usage statistics from the 

City’s billing system. These detailed statistics were then forecasted to 2019, which supports the 

forecast from 2020 onward. Rate revenues were forecast for each customer class.  

⚫ Non-Rate Revenue consists of investment interest, miscellaneous, sewer inspections, utility bill 

interest/penalties and testing. These revenues, which represent less than four percent of total 

revenues, were forecast with minimal to no increase due to their unpredictable nature.  

⚫ Customer Growth was based on discussions with City staff, both customer growth and demand was 

forecast to be 0.50 percent annually from 2021 to 2030.  

⚫ Interest Earnings were based on the Investment Pool Nominal interest rate for Washington, and 

vary in an upward trend from 1.90 percent in 2020 to 2.89 percent in 2030. 

III.B.1.b O&M Expenses 

⚫ General Cost Inflation referenced the King County Office of Economic and Financial Analysis, and 

ranges from 2.43 percent in 2020 to 2.61 percent in 2030. 

⚫ Construction Cost Inflation (CCI) was assumed to be 3.0 percent for all years in the study period, 

based on the feedback from the City. 

⚫ Labor Cost Inflation was set to be 4.5 percent for all years in the study period, based on feedback 

from the City. 
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⚫ Benefit Cost Inflation was set to be 6.0 percent for all years in the study period, based on feedback 

from the City. 

⚫ State Excise Taxes was set to be 2.615 percent on all sewer rate revenue, based on the prevailing 

sewer excise tax calculation. Woodland’s collection and transmission taxable percentages are 

47.40 percent and 52.60 percent, respectively. 

⚫ State B&O Tax was set to be 1.5 percent on all non-rate revenue, based on the prevailing tax rate. 

⚫ City Utility Tax was set to be 12.5 percent, based on the prevailing City tax rate. City utility taxes 

were treated as a pass through in this study – neither the revenue nor the expense were forecast. 

⚫ Additional O&M Expenses - while the 2020 budgeted expenses were used as the basis to forecast 

future expenses, the following incremental expenses were added for the study period, based upon 

direction from the City: 

» Additional 0.50 FTEs for a Clerk position with costs of $46,792 starting in 2021.  

» Additional 0.50 FTEs for a Senior Engineer with costs of $65,845 starting in 2025. 

» Professional Services - $60,000 every third year for a review of the utility’s financial 

standing. 

» Additional costs related to transitioning from bi-monthly to monthly billing – additional tasks 

for Clerk IV, additional vendor expenses, 20% of supervisory time and additional staff 

expenses totaling $43,417 starting in 2021 

III.B.1.c Debt Service 

⚫ Existing Debt – The sewer utility currently has three outstanding debt issues resulting in annual 

debt service of $126,767 starting in 2020. The debt issues are broken down as follows:  

» Two PWTF Loans: 402 PWTF99 040 ending payments in 2019, and 402 PWTF Sewer 073 

with $495,000 of total payments from 2020 to the final payment in 2032. 

» One Sewer Department of Ecology SRF Loan: $263,000 of total payments from 2020 to the 

final payment in 2022. 

⚫ New Debt – One new debt issue with available proceeds of $7.5 million is projected in 2030. These 

issuances have conservatively been assumed to be revenue bonds, with an interest rate of 3.25 

percent for years 2020-2022 and 5.00 percent for the years thereafter, an issuance cost of 1.25 

percent, term of 20 years, coverage requirement of 1.25, and a debt reserve equal to one year of 

annual debt service. 

III.B.1.d Rate-Funded Capital 

⚫ Rate-funded capital is a way to ensure system integrity through reinvestment in the system. 

Ideally, the minimum funding would be an amount equal to or greater than the annual 

depreciation expense. A formal rate-funded capital policy was not recommended as a part of this 

study due to the large impact on rates which would be necessary to fund the policy.  The 

feasibility of a rate-funded capital policy should be re-examined during the city’s next sewer 

utility rate study.  

III.B.2. Capital Funding Plan 

The sewer utility is anticipating $17.2  million in capital costs in years 2020 through 2030 escalated 

to the date of construction. The most significant capital projects in this period include replacement of 
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blowers at the wastewater treatment plant and biosolids dewatering equipment in 2027 and 2030, 

respectively. 

Funding for the capital plan identified comes from a number of different sources:  

⚫ Cash balances and rate-funded capital (including interest) – cash balances include the beginning capital 

fund balance available after meeting the capital fund reserve target, any cash flow from the 

operating fund above what is needed to meet the operating fund reserve target, as well as 

developer and inspection capital contributions. Of the escalated CIP total of $17.2 million from 

2020-2030, 52 percent of the total capital program is funded with cash balances and rate-funded 

capital. 

⚫ Revenue bond proceeds – one revenue bond issuance is forecasted totaling  $7.5 million in 2030. 

⚫ Assessment charge revenue – assessment charge revenues are forecast at the existing fee levels and 

are based on the assumed customer growth rate of 0.5 percent resulting in 12 new connections 

annually. 4 percent of the total capital program is funded with connection charge revenue. 

Exhibit 7 Shows the breakdown of funding sources.  

Exhibit 7:  Sewer Capital 2020-2030 Funding Strategy by Percentage  

 

III.B.3. Summary of Revenue Requirement  

The operating forecast components of O&M expenses, debt service and rate-funded capital come 

together to form the multi-year revenue requirement. The revenue requirement compares the overall 

sewer system revenue against forecasted expenses to evaluate the sufficiency of rates on an annual 

basis. Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the wastewater system revenue requirement findings.  
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Exhibit 8:  Sewer Utility Revenue Requirement Summary 

 

Summary of the sewer utility revenue requirement: 

⚫ To meet the projected financial obligations of the sewer utility, rate increases are proposed of 2.6 

percent per year between 2021-2030, enabling the utility to fund its long-term CIP needs. With 

these annual rate adjustments: 

⚫ The operating reserve of 60 days of O&M expenditures is met throughout the study period.  

⚫ Debt coverage remains above the 1.25x minimum target. 

⚫ The capital reserve is implemented and fluctuates above and below the target level through the 

study period.  

⚫ The City will continue to revisit the proposed rate increases to re-evaluate the financial standing 

of the utility once rate increases have been implemented and major capital projects have been 

constructed or are underway. 

III.B.4. Reserves 

Exhibit 9-10 shows a summary of the projected Operating Reserve and Capital Reserve through 

2026 based on the rate forecasts presented above. The Operating Reserve has a minimum balance 

target of 60 days of operating and maintenance (O&M) expenses (approximately $303,000 to 

$417,000 during the study period). The Capital Reserve has a minimum target of $1.1 million based 

on the average capital project costs throughout the study period. 

The Operating Reserve maintains its minimum target balance throughout the study period. The 

Capital Reserves fluctuates above and below the target balance throughout the study period.   
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Exhibit 9:  Operating Reserve vs. Target 

 

 

Exhibit 10:  Capital Reserve vs. Target 
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Section IV. COST OF SERVICE ANALYSIS 

IV.A. COST OF SERVICE OVERVIEW  
A cost of service analysis determines the equitable recovery of costs from customers according to 

unique demands each customer class places on the system. There are three fundamental steps to 

allocating the annual revenue requirement to customer classes and developing the final rates:  

1) allocate utility assets and total utility costs by function,  

2) develop customer-specific allocation factors and  

3) allocate costs to customer classes.  

IV.B. ALLOCATION OF UTILITY ASSETS BY FUNCTION 
The City’s sewer utility assets in service were reviewed to identify the infrastructure assets in use 

and how they relate to providing sewer service. Because of data constraints, this portion of the 

analysis is based off insurance documents and correspondence from former Woodland Public Works 

employees. This allocation assigns value and costs to functional categories based on documented 

system requirements and industry standard practice based on the relationship of each class of asset 

and their function in the system. Assets are allocated to the functions of service according to known 

or assumed cost “causation”. The functions of service to which the City’s sewer assets were allocated 

are discussed below. 

⚫ Customer Costs: associated with establishing, maintaining, and serving sewer customers and tend 

to include administrative, billing, and customer service costs.  

⚫ Wastewater Flow Costs: related to actual and estimated sewer volume processed within the system 

in a year.  

⚫ Strength Costs: reflect strength of sewage processed. Strength is tracked by two measurements – 

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and total suspended solids (TSS). BOD is the parameter used 

to characterize the organic strength of sewage and TSS is the parameter that measures the amount 

of particles suspended in water that will not pass through a filter and require treatment.  

Exhibit 11:  Wastewater Utility Functional Plant (Assets) in Service 

 

The allocation basis (shown in Exhibit 11) used for the major functions of service are as follows: 

⚫ Treatment Assets are allocated based on the Wastewater Treatment Plant. The original cost of the 

Wastewater Treatment Plant was broken down into flow, BOD and TSS, and what percentage 

they each make up of that original cost. These ratios are then used to allocate the treatment 

assets.  

CUSTOMER FLOW BOD TSS AS ALL OTHERS

Treatment 8,062,500$   0.00% 28.05% 37.10% 34.84% 0.00% 100.00% As WWTP
Collection 17,820,029   0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% All Flow
Pumping 681,429        0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% All Flow
General Plant -                    0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others

Total Utility Plant 26,563,959$ -$                  20,763,336$ 2,991,516$   2,809,106$   -$                  26,563,959$ 
Sewer Service Functions 0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 100.00%
Allocation of "As All Others" -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  

TOTAL 26,563,959$ -$                  20,763,336$ 2,991,516$   2,809,106$   -$                  26,563,959$ 
Allocation Percentages 0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 0.00% 100.00%

ALLOCATION BASISPlant in Service Total Costs TOTAL
FUNCTIONS OF SEWER SERVICE
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⚫ Collection Lines and Pumping Assets are allocated based on 100 percent flow. The asset 

infrastructures primary responsibility is handling the peak flow requirements of the system.  

⚫ Pumping Assets are allocated based on 100 percent flow. 

⚫ General Plant Assets are allocated as all other plant in service related to the collection, pumping 

and treatment assets.  

The result of the functional asset allocation is 78.16 percent allocated to flow, 11.26 percent to BOD 

and 10.57 percent to TSS. The resulting asset allocation is referred to as the “plant-in-service” 

allocation and is used to allocate annual costs if the cost supports the total utility system.   

IV.B.1. Allocation of Utility Operating Expenses by Function 

The annual test period costs were also grouped by function as described below.  Total rate revenue 

requirements are calculated by taking the total expenses, deducting non-rate revenue, and adding net 

cash flow resulting from the proposed annual rate increase. The line by line utility cost allocation 

results in costs being allocated to the functional cost pools identified in Exhibit 12. 

Exhibit 12:  2021 Sewer Utility Functional Cost Allocation 

 

The cost allocation indicates that the majority of costs, 53.03 percent, relate to meeting sewer flow 

requirements, followed by 30.59 percent related to TSS and BOD, and 16.39 percent related to 

customer costs. The results of the allocation are summarized in Exhibit 13. 

CUSTOMER FLOW BOD TSS AS ALL OTHERS

OPERATING AND CAPITAL EXPENSES
Cash Operating Expenses 1,799,640$   26.12% 39.52% 17.66% 16.69% 0.00% 100.00% As O&M
Existing Debt Service 126,584        0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 0.00% 100.00% As Plant in Service
New Debt Service -                0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 0.00% 100.00% As Plant in Service
Rate Funded Capital -                0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 0.00% 100.00% As Plant in Service

Total Expenses  1,926,224$   24.41% 42.06% 17.24% 16.29% 0.00% 100.00%

OTHER REVENUES AND ADJUSTMENTS
Less:

Operating Fund & Debt Reserve Fund Interest Earnings (4,627)$         0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others
402-000-000-369-91-00-00 Miscellaneous (500)              0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others
402-000-000-369-91-10-00 Sewer Inspections (3,828)           0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others
402-000-000-343-50-02-00 Utility Bill Interest/Penalty (50,000)         100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% All Customer
402-000-000-369-91-20-00 Miscellaneous: Testing (15,157)         0.00% 0.00% 46.54% 53.46% 0.00% 100.00% As BOD/TSS
[Extra] -                0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others
[Extra] -                0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others

Plus:
Additional State and City Taxes Due to Rate Increases 1,694$          0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others
Net Cash Flow After Rate Increase 702,879        0.00% 78.16% 11.26% 10.57% 0.00% 100.00% As Plant in Service
Partial Year Adjustment -                0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% All As All Others

Rate Revenue Requirement 2,556,685$   420,131$      1,359,619$   404,188$      380,008$      (7,261)$         2,556,685$   
Wastewater Service Functions 16.39% 53.03% 15.76% 14.82% 100.00%
Allocation of "As All Others" (1,190)$         (3,850)$         (1,145)$         (1,076)$         7,261$          -$                  

Rate Revenue Requirement 2,556,685$   418,941$      1,355,769$   403,044$      378,932$      -$                  2,556,685$   
Allocation Percentages 16.39% 53.03% 15.76% 14.82% 0.00% 100.00%

REVENUE REQUIREMENT
TOTAL

COSTS
TOTAL ALLOCATION BASIS

FUNCTIONS OF SEWER SERVICE
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Exhibit 13:  2021 Sewer Utility Functional Cost Allocation Summary 

 

IV.C. CUSTOMER CLASS DISTINCTIONS 
The cost of service initially analyzed ten different customer groupings: single family residential, 

multi-family, commercial, City of Woodland, motel, RV, church/school, Columbia River Carbonates 

(a contract customer), Hamilton Materials (a contract customer) and monitored customers (Pacific 

Seafoods and Walts Meats). Due to customer similarities, these groups were condensed into six 

classes – Residential, Non-Single Family, Commercial, Columbia River Carbonates, Hamilton 

Materials and Monitored Customers.  

IV.D. ALLOCATION FACTORS 
Once the customer classes were defined, functional cost pools were then allocated to these customer 

classes based on the demand each class places on the system. In order to complete this task, the 

analysis consisted of first developing allocation factors that identified customer characteristics 

including number of accounts, overall flow entering the sewer system and strength factors differing 

by each customer class. The allocation factors are intended to equitably allocate total functional cost 

pools to those benefitting from the service. For this study, the sewer costs were allocated based on 

the following: 

⚫ Customer Costs - based on number of customer accounts. 

⚫ Sewer Flow Costs - based on annual billed volume contributed to the sewer system. Based on City 

direction, Hamilton Material’s metered water was adjusted by 50% to account for water that is 

used as part of their production process. 

⚫ Strength Costs - based on annual billed volume and adjusted for the different strength factors 

associated with each customer class. As class specific strength factors were not widely available, 

strength levels were determined by setting multi-family and RV classes equal to domestic 

strength, setting City of Woodland, CRC, and Hamilton Materials equal to commercial strength, 

using a strength survey for motels and church/schools, and based on actual monitored data for the 

monitored customers. Domestic strength was determined using the 2017 General Sewer Plan. The 

commercial strength was solved in order to get the system wide totals equal to the eight -year 

average system strengths found in the 2017 General Sewer plan. 
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» Residential strength is 271 mg/l for BOD and 335 mg/l TSS 

» Non-Single Family strength is 271 mg/l for BOD and 335 mg/l TSS 

» Commercial strength is 150-325 mg/l for BOD and 116-360 mg/l TSS 

» Columbia River Carbonates strength is 325 mg/l for BOD and 360 mg/l TSS 

» Hamilton Materials strength is 325 mg/l for BOD and 360 mg/l TSS 

» Monitored Customers strength is 85 mg/l for BOD and 69 mg/l TSS 

Exhibit 14 summarizes the allocation factors used for the customer classes evaluated in the cost of 

service analysis. 

Exhibit 14:  2021 Sewer Utility Customer Allocation Factors 

 

The cost of service by class was calculated by multiplying the functional cost pools by the allocation 

factor distribution percentages. Ultimately, this element of the analysis defines the total annual 

revenue that should be generated from each customer class, in order to achieve cost-based recovery 

from rates.  

IV.E. SEWER COST OF SERVICE ANALYSIS RESULTS  
Exhibit 15 provides a comparison of current rate revenue distribution between customer classes and 

the distribution of revenues resulting from the cost of service analysis.  

Exhibit 15:  Comparison of Sewer Current Revenue Distribution to Cost of Service Distribution 

 

It should be noted, given the need for assumptions to complete a cost of service analysis, the margin 

of error for class-specific results is typically considered to be plus-or-minus 5.0 percent, relative to 

Customer Class Billed Flow (cf) BOD (lbs) BOD (mg/l) TSS(lbs) TSS(mg/l)

Residential 8,837,225          149,508             271                    184,816             335                    

Multi-Family            3,894,762                 65,892                      271                 81,453                      335 

Commercial 5,188,750          105,248             325                    116,511             360                    

City of Woodland 7,865                 160                    325                    177                    360                    

Church/School 615,837             5,768                 150                    4,445                 116                    

RV 72,246               1,222                 271                    1,511                 335                    

Motel 574,415             10,148               283                    5,209                 145                    

Columbia River Carbonates 26,586               539                    325                    597                    360                    

Hamilton Materials 496,280             10,066               325                    11,144               360                    

Monitored Customers 2,862,082          15,107               85                      12,307               69                      

Total 22,576,048        363,658             258                    418,170             297                    

Residential 1,080,686$   1,206,942$   126,256$      11.68%

Non-Single Family 448,432        402,478        (45,954)         -10.25%

Commercial 661,981        692,045        30,064          4.54%

Columbia River Carbonates 2,539            2,971            433               17.05%

Hamilton Materials 44,360          51,767          7,407            16.70%

Monitored Customers 253,899        200,482        (53,416)         -21.04%

Total 2,491,896$   2,556,685$   64,789$        2.60%

%$ DifferenceClass
Existing 2021 

Revenue

COSA 2021 

Revenue
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the system average. A cost of service study is a snapshot in time and because costs fluctuate each 

year, the needed increase by class can also fluctuate and interclass rate changes are not suggested 

unless the class’s revenue difference is consistently outside of the 5 .0 percent threshold. Adjustments 

in the 6.0-10.0 percent range should be considered on the “watch-list” and would benefit from 

another analysis in the future to determine if the resulting subsidization was an anomaly or indicative 

of an ongoing trend. 

The cost of service results indicate that the commercial class is within its cost of service. Residential, 

Non-single family, Columbia River Carbonates, Hamilton Materials, and the monitored customers 

are outside of their cost of service. In the proposed rate design, a rate phase in over 5 years will work 

to move these classes towards cost of service.   
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Section V. RATE DESIGN 

V.A. RATE DESIGN OVERVIEW  
The principal objective of the rate design stage is to implement sewer rate structures that collect the 

appropriate level of revenue as outlined by the revenue requirement. Establishing rates is a blend of 

“Art” and “Science” and especially so when it comes to the rate levels and structures.  Several 

variables must be balanced to arrive at optimal rates. The main objectives in this rate design was to 

combine the city’s many classes into six distinct classes, achieve equity between the classes , give the 

city the option to charge their non-single family customers on an account basis, and to move all rates 

to a monthly rate structure. 

V.B. EXISTING SEWER RATES 
The existing sewer charges include a fixed rate and a per cubic foot (CF) consumption rate. There are 

no tiers, but residential and non-single family customers are charged on their usage based on the 

previous year’s winter average during the summer and actual usage during the winter.  All other 

classes are charged on current water consumptions all year. In addition, non-single family customers 

are charged based on units for their fixed charge, rather than by account or number of meters. Each 

class has their own fixed rate and consumption charges. Exhibit 16 provides a summary of the 

existing sewer utility rates.  

Exhibit 16:  Existing Bimonthly Sewer Rates 

 

Currently qualifying low income sewer customers receive a $10.00 bi-monthly discount on fixed 

charges only. For customers outside of City limits, rates are 150 percent of the fixed and variable 

rates. 

Existing

Inside Fixed Charges

Single Family 65.37$         

Single Family - Discount 55.37           

Non-Single Family 65.37           

Commercial 65.37           

Industrial Fixed Charges

Columbia River Carbonates 423.10$       

Hamilton Materials 32.69           

Monitored Customers 65.37           

Inside Variable Charges

Single Family 0.0587$       

Single Family - Discount 0.0587         

Non-Single Family 0.0587         

Commercial 0.0881         

Industrial Variable Charges

Columbia River Carbonates -$            

Hamilton Materials 0.0441         

Monitored Customers 0.0883         

Customer Class
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V.C. PROPOSED SEWER RATES  
The proposed rate structure will keep the fixed charges the same for most classes. Non-single family 

will continue to be billed based on the number of units, but the charge per unit will be less than the 

base charge for a single-family resident. This helps align the non-single family class with cost of 

service. In addition, the single-family customer bills will be based on each customer’s previous 

year’s annual winter average water usage, (as a proxy to determine indoor water usage), remaining at 

this level for the entire year. The multi-family and commercial classes will not be based on winter 

average water usage, considering the water usage of these customers generally is not outdoor usage. 

Exhibit 17 provides a summary of the proposed 2020-2022 rate schedule. 

Exhibit 17:  Proposed Sewer Monthly Rates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Inside

Single Family 32.69$      33.83$      35.01$      36.24$      37.51$      38.82$      

Single Family - Discount 24.52        25.37        26.26        27.18        28.13        29.12        

Non-Single Family 32.69        31.34        30.06        28.73        27.36        25.94        

Commercial 32.69        33.83        35.01        36.24        37.51        38.82        

Industrial

Columbia River Carbonates 211.55$    223.71$    236.58$    250.18$    264.57$    279.78$    

Hamilton Materials 16.35        17.28        18.28        19.33        20.44        21.62        

Monitored Customers 32.69        33.83        35.01        36.24        37.51        38.82        

Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Inside

Single Family 0.0587$    0.0605$    0.0626$    0.0648$    0.0670$    0.0694$    

Single Family - Discount 0.0587      0.0453      0.0469      0.0486      0.0503      0.0520      

Non-Single Family 0.0587      0.0605      0.0626      0.0648      0.0670      0.0694      

Commercial 0.0881      0.0912      0.0944      0.0977      0.1011      0.1046      

Industrial

Columbia River Carbonates -$         -$         -$         -$         -$         -$         

Hamilton Materials 0.0441      0.0466      0.0493      0.0522      0.0552      0.0583      

Monitored Customers 0.0883      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      0.0903      

Note: Outside city customers are charged 1.5X the inside city rate, and discount customers receive a 25% discount. 

Customer Class
$/Monthly Fixed Charge 2021-2025

Customer Class
$/cf Variable Charges 2021-2025
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Section VI. ASSESSMENT CHARGE 

VI.A. ASSESSMENT CHARGE OVERVIEW 
In addition to reviewing the necessary rate increases and existing rate structures, the sewer utility’s 

assessment charges (ACs) were reviewed. ACs are a one-time charge imposed as a condition of 

service on new customers connecting to the system. The AC is typically based on a blend of 

historical and planned future capital investments in system infrastructure – its underlying premise is 

that growth (future customers) will pay for growth-related costs that the utility has incurred (or will 

incur) to provide system capacity to serve new customers. 

The purpose of the Assessment Charge is two-fold: 1) to provide a source for capital financing and 2) 

to equitably recover a proportionate share of utility plant-in-service costs from new customers. In the 

absence of Assessment Charges, growth-related costs would be borne in large part by existing 

customers. The cost of the system to be recovered by Assessment Charges can be defined in two 

parts:  

⚫ Existing cost basis, based on historical investments in existing infrastructure, and  

⚫ Future cost basis, which recovers costs related to planned capital projects. 

Revenues generated from the Assessment Charges can be used to fund capital projects or debt service 

incurred to finance capital projects but should not be used to pay for operating and maintenance 

costs. 

Section 35.92.025 of the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) authorizes cities to impose ACs; 

however, it does not outline a specific methodology for calculating them. The City has considerable 

latitude in choosing from a variety of legally defensible approaches used in the industry, but it is 

important that the City’s ACs are based on an equitable allocation of system capacity costs to new 

connections. Since the calculated charges represent the maximum allowable charge, the City may 

choose to implement a charge at any level up to the calculated charge. The calculation methodology 

uses an “average” approach to compute the Assessment Charges, which is summarized in Exhibit 18: 

Exhibit 18:  Assessment Charge Methodology 

 

VI.B. EXISTING COST BASIS 
The existing cost basis is intended to recognize the current ratepayers’ net investment in the original 

cost of the system assets. The existing cost basis includes the following components: 

⚫ Plant in Service: As the City practices cash-basis accounting, some asset information, such as 

acquisition date or original cost, has not always been closely tracked. In discussion with City 

staff, it was determined that the systemwide plant data was located in insurance documents 

provided by the city. This in addition to discussions with staff and the City’s engineering 

consultant provided the plant in service basis. Because of these data constraints, instead of using 
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the original cost as an input, replacement costs were determined and then backtracked to 

calculate the original cost.   

Descriptions of pipe replacement estimates, as well as replacement costs, were provided by the 

City’s engineering consultant. This replacement value is then multiplied by the ENR ratio (the 

year the asset was put into service) to get back to the original cost of the asset. The total plant in 

service amounts to $26.6 million.  

⚫ Less: Contributed Capital – The total original cost is reduced to recognize known third party 

contributions. The outside contributions provide a source of capital at no new cost to the City’s 

ratepayers. Since the AC is cost based, the net investment by the City excludes those 

contributions. From discussions with City staff and pipe donation estimates from the City’s 

engineering consultant, this results in a deduction of $16.1 million. 

⚫ Less: Outstanding Debt Principal – Another adjustment to the existing system cost basis is to 

deduct the net liability of outstanding utility debt, recognizing that new customers will bear a 

proportionate share of this debt related to existing assets through their utility rates.  Therefore, the 

cost of those assets charged to new development is offset to some degree by the remaining debt 

liability. Since the utility typically has cash resources that are not included in the system cost 

basis, the net debt load is defined as total debt minus outstanding cash and investments.  The 

result is no reductions for outstanding debt principal.  

⚫ Less: Provisions for Retirement – As an asset ages and reaches retirement and its replacement is 

added to the City’s asset schedule, the retired asset is removed from the cost basis to avoid 

double counting.  This is estimated based on the ratio of the Engineering News Record’s 

construction cost index based on when the original asset was placed into service compared to 

today, and the cost of any capital projects that are scheduled to replace existing assets . The total 

value of retired assets that are removed from the existing cost basis total $1.8 million. 

⚫ Plus: Construction Work in Progress – The costs of construction work in progress is added to 

the existing cost basis to recognize investments that the City has made in capital projects that are 

currently underway, despite the fact that these projects have not yet been booked as assets. The 

utility did not identify any capital projects currently in progress.  

⚫ Plus: Interest on Non-Contributed Plant in Service – RCW 35.92.025 provides a guideline for 

ACs which suggests that such charges can include interest on an asset at the rate applicable 

during the time of construction. Using the historical Bond Buyer Index for 20-year term bonds, 

interest can accumulate for a maximum of ten years from the date of construction for any 

particular asset and cannot exceed the original cost of the asset or 10 percent for 10 years. 

Conceptually, this interest provision attempts to account for opportunity costs that the City’s 

customers incurred by supporting investments in infrastructure rather than having it available for 

investment or other uses. Calculated interest for the sewer utility results in an addition of $5.7 

million. 

After factoring in the above adjustments, the existing cost basis will be spread across the total 

customer base (existing and incremental future growth), as all existing infrastructure will continue to 

benefit all customers. The existing cost basis is shown below in Exhibit 19. 
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Exhibit 19:  Existing Cost Basis 

 

VI.C. FUTURE COST BASIS 
The future cost basis portion of the AC is intended to recover a share of the costs associated with 

planned future capital projects. As provided by RCW 35.92.025, future facilities planned for 

construction can be included in the AC. Consistent with the legal requirement that the costs be borne 

by the City, funding by developers or special property assessments are not included in the 

calculation. There are two main types of capital projects, described below. 

⚫ Plus: Upgrade Projects - Upgrade projects generally involve upgrading the level of service for 

all customers to comply with regulatory requirements imposed by state and federal agencies.  

⚫ Plus: Expansion Projects - This type of project will increase system capacity to serve growth 

and would generally not be needed in the absence of growth. 

⚫ Less: Repair and Replacement Projects –These are projects related to the repair or replacement 

of existing infrastructure and are most often needed because existing facilities have deteriorated 

due to use by existing customers. The integrated approach removes these projects from the future 

cost basis on the grounds that: (a) these projects are attributable to existing customers; and (b) 

new customers will pay for their share of these projects through rates when they connect.  

The City’s capital plan through 2030 identifies $13.2 million in capital project costs under these 

categories. The Biosolids Dewatering Equipment Phase 2 project was excluded from the future cost 

basis as it was designated by the City as capacity enhancing and did not align with the future capacity 

outlined in the 2017 Sewer Master Plan. With the addition of this project, it was understood that the 

total capacity of the system would expand (increasing the amount of Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 

the system could manage). In order to rely on the Sewer Master plan data, which was used to 

understand the future capacity the capital program could serve, this projected was excluded. Exhibit 

20 provides a summary of the future cost basis. 

Exhibit 20:  Future Cost Basis 

 

EXISTING COST BASIS Total

Plant in Service 26,563,959$      

less: CIAC (16,117,293)       

less: Net Debt Principal Outstanding -                     

less: Provision for Retirements (1,793,655)         

plus: Interest 5,696,433          

EXISTING COST BASIS 14,349,444$      

FUTURE COST BASIS Total

Capital Improvement Program 13,185,804$      

Biosolids Dewatering Equipment Phase 2  Deduction (5,896,190)$       

FUTURE COST BASIS 7,289,614$        
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VI.D. SYSTEM CAPACITY 
Given that the sewer utility’s customers can impose different demands on the sewer system, the AC 

calculation uses the concept of Meter Capacity Equivalents (MCEs) to “standardize” the customer 

base. An MCE compares the total flow capacity of different meter sizes in comparison to the capacity 

of the smallest meter size. Using the City’s customer data, the 2020 customer accounts were 

converted by meter size to MCEs, resulting in an existing subscribed capacity of 2,457 MCEs. 

The 2017 Sewer General Plan identifies the capacity that would be served by the capital program 

included in the charge. This capacity is expressed in terms of equivalent residential units (ERUs)  

rather than MCEs. ERUs are similar to MCEs in terms of “standardizing” the customer base. Instead 

of using total flow capacity, an ERU uses the average demand of a typical residential customer.  

In order to calculate the MCE based capacity with the information from the 2017 Sewer Master Plan, 

ratios were developed using existing and capacity ERUs. According to the 2017 Sewer Master Plan, 

the results indicate that the utility can currently support approximately 4,252 ERUs and could support 

up to 7,143 ERUS once the identified capital program is completed. The ratio between future and 

current ERUs is applied to the current amount of MCEs to determine the total amount of MCEs that 

could be supported once the capital program is complete, which is an additional 1,671 MCEs.   

⚫ Existing Subscribed Capacity – Existing system capacity from FCS GROUP’s customer forecast 

and AWWA standard ratios was used to determine the number of MCEs the existing system has 

capacity for. It was determined the existing system capacity in 2020 currently supports 2,457 

MCEs. 

⚫ Available System Capacity – The future system capacity was developed based on the total system 

capacity minus the existing system capacity. Based on this information the available system 

capacity is 1,671 MCEs.   

⚫ Total Capacity – The total system capacity was determined by multiplying the existing customer 

base, measure in MCEs, with the ratio of current ERUs and potential ERUs that could be 

supported once the capital program is completed. This gives us a total capacity of 4,127 MCEs.   

VI.E. CALCULATION OF THE ASSESSMENT CHARGE 
As described previously, the existing cost basis and the future cost basis are divided by the total 

existing and future MCEs. The results are added together to determine the maximum allowable AC. 

Exhibit 21 provides a summary of the AC calculation for the City’s sewer system. 
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Exhibit 21:  Assessment Charge Calculation per MCE 

  

The resulting maximum allowable AC is $5,243 per MCE. This represents an increase of $323 from 

the existing charge of $4,920. This fee may be adjusted annually by inflation, preferably inflation as 

measured by the ENR index for construction costs. The City is currently working to refine its fixed 

asset schedule, and CIP and once more detail becomes available, the calculated water Assessment 

Charge should be updated. Revenues generated from the charge will vary depending on whether or 

not the full charge is implemented. Delaying or otherwise limiting assessment charges will generally 

reduce the amount of revenue available, which could result in delays in completing the capital 

improvement program and/or additional existing customer rate increases. Proposed charges use 

AWWA meter capacity standard ratios. Proposed charges represent the maximum defensible charge. 

The City can elect to charge equal to or less than, but not more. 

Exhibit 22:  Sewer Assessment Charge Rate Schedule by Meter Size 

 

  

ASSESSMENT CHARGE CALCULATION Total

Existing Cost Basis 14,349,444$      

Allocable Capacity 4,127                 

Total Existing Cost Basis 3,477$               

Future Cost Basis 7,289,614$        

Allocable Capacity 4,127                 

Total Future Cost Basis 1,766$               

TOTAL ASSESSMENT CHARGE 5,243$               
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Section VII. SUMMARY 
The analysis described above concludes the sewer utility rate study. Annual rate increases of 2.6 

percent for the period 2021 through 2025 are recommended to address an increase in operating costs, 

and future capital projects. The Assessment Charge was also reviewed, and the calculated maximum 

charge was determined to be $5,243 per MCE. 

We recommend that the City revisit the rate study with each budget cycle to review if revenue and 

expense projections are reasonable when compared to actual experience. Any significant or 

unexpected changes will require adjustments to the rate strategy proposed. 

The detailed technical appendix developed as part of the sewer rate study can be found at the end of 

this report.  
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Section VIII. APPENDIX 

VIII.A. CITY OF WOODLAND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
POLICIES ORDINANCE NO 1211 

VIII.B. RESOLUTION 731 – SEWER RATES 

VIII.C. RESOLUTION 732 – SEWER ASSESSMENT 

CHARGES 

VIII.D. RESOLUTION 734 – SENIOR DISABLED DISCOUNT 

VIII.E. RATES MEMORANDUM 

































RESOLUTION NO. 731 

A RESOLUTION of the City Council of the City of Woodland establishing certain 
charges and fees relating to the city's sewer service. 

WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 798 provides that rates, charges and fees relating 
to the city's sewer service will be established by resolution of the city council and 
pursuant thereto the city council adopted Resolution No. 428 establishing such rates 
and fees for sewer service; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council received a briefing on the results of a utility rate 
study on June 15, 2020, July 6, 2020, August 3, 2020, August 17, 2020, and on 
September 8, 2020; 

WHEREAS, the City Council discussed and directed City staff to convert from 
bi-monthly billing to monthly billing; 

WHEREAS, the City Council discussed and directed City staff to convert to 
year-round residential sewer service billings based on the previous year's average 
winter water use; 

WHEREAS, following a duly advertised public hearing held on November 16, 
2020 the city council directed staff to prepare documents modifying water sewer from 
those established in Resolution No. 652 as set forth herein. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF WOODLAND that the following rates, charges and fees applicable to the 
city's water service be and hereby are fixed and imposed. 

(1) Single Family Residential Sewer Service Rates 
A A hi f d h mont 1y 1xe c arge 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 33.83 $ 35.01 $ 36.24 $ 37.51 $ 38.82 

8 . A monthly usage charge per cubic feet of water used based on the 
. t f win er-average water consump 10n. 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.0605 $ 0.0626 $ 0.0648 $ 0.0670 $ 0.0694 

C. For purposes of these charges, winter-average consumption is the 
average monthly water volume recorded during the previous November through 
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April. The winter-average consumption for each residence will be recomputed 
before the start of each year and that volume will be used to compute the 
monthly sewer volume charge for the residence for the entire calendar year. 

D. If a residential customer has partial monthly volume for the previous 
November through April , the City will determine an average winter monthly 
usage based on the usage information the City has for that customer. 

E. If a residential customer has no monthly volume for the previous 
November through April, the City will determine an average winter monthly 
usage based on the average winter usage from all residential customers until 
such time the residential customer's winter monthly usage information is 
available. 

(2) Multi-Family Residential Sewer Service Rates 
A hi fi d h . A mont IV Ixe C arae 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 31.34 $ 30.06 $ 28.73 $ 27.36 $ 25.94 

B A mont 1y usaoe c aroe per cu hi h b' f t f t Ic ee o wa er use d 
Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.0605 $ 0.0626 $ 0.0648 $ 0.0670 $ 0.0694 

(3) Commercial Sewer Service Rates 
A A hi fi d h mont IV Ixe c arae 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 33.83 $ 35.01 $ 36.24 $ 37.51 $ 38.82 

B A mont 1y usaoe c arqe per cu hi h b' f t f t Ic ee o wa er use d 
Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.091 2 $ 0.0944 $ 0.0977 $ 0.1011 $ 0.1046 
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(4) Industrial Sewer Service Rates for Columbia River Carbonates. 
A A thl fi d h mon 1v Ixe c arQe 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 223.71 $ 236.58 $ 250.18 $ 264.57 $ 279.78 

(5) Industrial Sewer Service Rates for Hamilton Materials. 
A A thl fi d h mon 1v Ixe c arge 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 17.28 $ 18.28 $ 19.33 $ 20.44 $ 21.62 

B A mon 1y usage c arge per cu thl h Ic ee o wa er use . b. f t f t d 
Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.0466 $ 0.0493 $ 0.0522 $ 0.0552 $ 0.0583 

(6) Industrial Sewer Service Rates for Monitored Customers. 
A A thl fi d h mon 1v Ixe c arQe 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 33.83 $ 35.01 $ 36.24 $ 37.51 $ 38.82 

B A mon 1v usaQe c arQe per cu thl h Ic ee o wa er use . b" f t f t d 
Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.0903 $ 0.0903 $ 0.0903 $ 0.0903 $ 0.0903 

(7) At such time as the new rates take effect, the rates set forth in Resolution 
No. 652 shall be null and void. 

·7fvt "· -PASSED this-~ --- day of ~ , 2020. 

CITY OF WOODLAND 
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ATTEST: APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Frank F. Randolph, City Attorney 
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RESOLUTION NO. 732 

A RESOLUTION of the City Council of the City of Woodland establishing certain 
charges and fees relating to the city's sewer service. 

WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 798 provides that rates, charges and fees relating 
to the city's sewer service will be established by resolution of the city council and 
pursuant thereto the city council adopted Resolution No. 428 establishing such rates 
and fees for sewer service; and 

WHEREAS, Resolution No. 623 which provided for a rate increase on 
December 17, 2012 and further modifications in the future; and 

WHEREAS, following a duly advertised public hearing held on November 16, 
2020 the city council directed staff to prepare documents modifying water rates from 
those established in Resolution No. 623; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council previously approved on December 17, 2012 a 
resolution modifying Sewer Service Assessments and Deposits. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF WOODLAND that the following charges and fees applicable to the city's 
sewer service be and hereby are fixed and imposed, effective January 1, 2021. 

(1) Sewer Service Assessment Charges (WMC 13.04.040): 

Size of Service 
5/8" or 3/4" 

1" 
1½" 
2" 
3" 
4" 

Assessment 
$ 5,243 

13,106 
26,213 
41,941 
83,883 

131 ,068 

(2) All Assessment charges and meter deposits shall be increased five percent 
( 5%) on January 1st, 2022 and annually on January 1st of each year thereafter. 

PASSED this-pvt day of [ltv , 2020. 

CITY OF WOODLAND 
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ATTEST: APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Frank F. Randolph , City Attorney 
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RESOLUTION NO. 734 

A RESOLUTION of the City Council of the City of Woodland establishing certain 
rates, charges and fees relating to the city's sewer service and rate schedule for low 
income senior citizens and low income disabled persons. 

WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 1113 and Ordinance No. 797 provides that rates, 
charges and fees relating to the city's water service will be established by resolution of 
the city council; and 

WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 798 provides that rates, charges and fees relating 
to the city's sewer service will be established by resolution of the city council and 
pursuant thereto the city council adopted Resolution No. 428 establishing such rates 
and fees for sewer service and rate schedule for low income senior citizens and low 
income disabled persons; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council received a briefing on the results of a utility rate 
study on June 15, 2020, July 6, 2020, August 3, 2020, August 17, 2020, and on 
September 8, 2020; 

WHEREAS, the City Council discussed the desire to modify the low income 
senior citizens and low income disabled persons rates for sewer services and 
establishing the low income senior citizens and low income disabled persons rates to 
water and stormwater services; 

WHEREAS, following a duly advertised public hearing held on November 14, 
2020, the city council directed staff to prepare documents modifying the low income 
senior citizens and low income disabled persons rates for sewer services as 
established in Resolution 591 and establishing the low income senior citizens and low 
income disabled rates for water and stormwater services; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF WOODLAND that the following rates, charges and fees applicable to the 
city's water, sewer and stormwater service and charges and fees relating to the city's 
low income senior citizens and low income disabled persons. hereby are fixed and 
imposed. 

A. Single Family Low Income Senior Citizens and Low Income Disabled Persons 
Residential Water Service Rates and Charges: 

(1) Monthly Fixed Water Service Rates: 

A. Fixed monthly meter charges for city water service. 
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Size of Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Meter Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
5/8" or 3/4" $ 18.75 $ 22.33 $ 26.46 $ 28.15 $ 29.94 

(2) Single Family Residential Volumetric Water Service Rates: 
A M thl h t ·t . on Iy usage c arges or city water service. 

Usage Tiers Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 
2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 

0-500cf $ 0.0229 $ 0.0273 $ 0.0323 $ 0.0344 $ 0.0366 
501-700cf $ 0.0286 $ 0.0341 $ 0.0404 $ 0.0430 $ 0.0457 
701-1 , 150cf $ 0.0344 $ 0.0409 $ 0.0485 $ 0.0516 $ 0.0549 
Above 1, 150+cf $ 0.0458 $ 0.0546 $ 0.0647 $ 0.0688 $ 0.0732 

B. Single Family Low Income Senior Citizens and Low Income Disabled Persons 
Residential Sewer Service Rates and Charges: 

(1) Single Family Residential Sewer Service Rates 
A A thl fi d h mon 1v Ixe C arqe. 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 25.37 $ 26.26 $ 27.18 $ 28.13 $ 29. 12 

B. A monthly usage charge per cubic feet of water used based on the 
. t t f win er-averaqe wa er con sump I0n . 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 0.0453 $ 0.0469 $ 0.0486 $ 0.0503 $ 0.0520 

C. For purposes of these charges, winter-average consumption is the 
average monthly water volume recorded during the previous November through 
April. The winter-average consumption for each residence will be recomputed 
before the start of each year and that volume will be used to compute the 
monthly sewer volume charge for the residence for the entire calendar year. 

D. If a residential customer has partial monthly volume for the previous 
November through April, the City will determine an average winter monthly 
usage based on the usage information the City has for that customer. 

E. If a residential customer has no monthly volume for the previous 
November through April, the City will determine an average winter monthly 
usage based on the average winter usage from all residential customers until 
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such time the residential customer's winter monthly usage information is 
available. 

C. Single Family Low Income Senior Citizens and Low Income Disabled Persons 
Residential Stormwater Service Rates and Charges: 

(1) Stormwater Service Charge: 
. I S U . A A monthly charQe, oer Equ1va ent ervice nit 

Effective Effective Effective Effective Effective 
Feb 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, Nov 16, 

2021 2021 2022 2023 2024 
$ 3.36 $ 3.49 $ 3.63 $ 3.77 $ 3.92 

D. At such time as the new rates take effect, the rates set forth in Resolution No. 591 
shall be null and void. 

PASSED this 11vtday of Dtc' ' 2020. 

CITY OF WOODLAND 

ATTEST: APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Frank F. Randolph, City Attorney 
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• •!:> PCS GROUP 
Solutions-Oriented Consulting I Memorandum 

To: Pete Boyce, City Administrator 

Tracey Coleman, Public Works Director 

Mari Ripp, Finance Director 

From: Martin Chaw, Project Manager 

CC: Angie Sanchez Virnoche, Principal 

Date: September 2 I, 2020 

RE City of Woodland - Council Approved Uti lity Rates for inclusion in rate ordinances 

This memorandum memorializes the new rates based upon our corresponding financial rate studies 
and as approved by Counci I. 

Council action: Tuesday, September 8, the City Council endorsed new cost-of-service based rates for 
the Water and Sewer utilities, and approved initial rates to support formation of a new Storm water 
utility. The Council approved Water Option #3, Sewer Option #3, and Storm water Option #2 - see 
attached appendix. The Counci l a lso approved moving to monthly billing. 

These new rates become effective February I 6, 2021, the first day of the second billing cycle in 

2021. We understand that the Counci l is expected to approve these rates at their regular meeting on 
or about November 16, 2020. Once the new rate ordinances are adopted, please send to us signed 
copies for our files. 

Utility taxes: The rates presented are exclusive of City utility taxes. Utility taxes in our modeling is a 
pass-through expense. If the City Counci I approves the reduction in the City Water Utility tax , as 
assumed in our rate study from I 2.50% to I 0.87%, this can be achieved without affecting the 
presented rates. 

Assessment charges: Also inc luded below are the updated Water and Sewer connection charges. 
These charges represent the maximum amount that the City can defensibly charge to new utility 
connections. The City may elect to charge less, but should not charge more than the amounts shown. 

Firm Headquarters 
Redmond T Ol'l!l Center 
7525166nAve NE, Ste 0-215 
Redmood, Washington 98052 

Locations 
Washington 1425.867.1802 

Oregoo 1503.841.6543 
Colorado 1719.284.9168 
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September 21, 2020 
City of Woodland WA 
2021 New Utility Rates 

FCS GROUP Memorandum 

Table 1. Water Utility Monthly Fixed Charges 
. . . $/Monthly Fixed Charge 

Meter Size EXJSltng 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Inside 
5/8 or 3/4 $ 24.57 $ 25.00 $ 29.77 $ 35.28 $ 37.54 $ 39.92 
5/8 or 3/4 - Discount 18.75 22.33 26.46 28.15 29.94 
1.0" 58.99 62.50 74.43 88.20 93.85 99.80 
1.5" 68.83 125.00 148.86 176.41 187.70 199.61 
2.0" 95.86 200.00 238.17 282.25 300.32 319.37 
3.0" 294.94 400.00 476.34 564.50 600.63 638.74 
4.0" 368.68 625.00 744.28 882.03 938.49 998.03 
6.0" 540.73 1,250.00 1,488.56 1,764.05 1,876.98 1,996.05 
Multi-Family 24.57 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Outside 
5/8 or 3/4 $ 36.86 $ 37.50 $ 44.66 $ 52.92 $ 56.31 $ 59.88 
5/8 or 3/4 - Discount 28.13 33.49 39.69 42.23 44.91 
1.0" 88.48 93.75 111.64 132.30 140.77 149.70 
1.5" 103.24 187.50 223.28 264,61 281.55 299.41 
2.0" 143.80 300.00 357.25 423.37 450.48 479.05 
3.0" 442.41 600.00 714.51 846.75 900.95 958. 10 
4.0" 553.02 937.50 1,116.42 1,323.04 1,407.73 1,497.04 
6.0" 811.10 1,875.00 2,232.84 2,646.08 2,815.47 2,994.08 
Multi-Famil 36.855 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Table 2. Water Utility Monthly Volumetric Charges (Monthly Usage Tiers) 

Single Family 
Inside 

Block 1 (0 - 500cQ $ 0.0296 $ 0.0306 $ 0.0364 $ 0.0431 $ 0.0459 $ 0.0488 
Block 2 (501 - 700cQ n/a 0.0382 0.0455 0.0539 0.0574 0.0610 
Block 3 (701 - 1, 150cQ n/a 0.0458 0.0546 0.0647 0.0688 0.0732 
Block 4 (1, 150-+cQ n/a 0.0611 0.0728 0.0862 0.0918 0.0976 

Outside 
Block 1 (0 - 500cQ $ 0.0444 $ 0.0458 $ 0.0546 $ 0.0647 $ 0.0688 $ 0.0732 
Block 2 (501 - 700cQ n/a 0.0573 0.0682 0.0809 0.0860 0.0915 
Block 3 (701 -1, 150cQ n/a 0.0688 0.0819 00970 0.1032 0.1098 
Block 4 (1 , 150-+cQ n/a 0.0917 0.1092 0.1294 0.1376 0.1464 

Inside - Discount 
Block 1 (0 - 500cQ n/a $ 0.0229 $ 0.0273 $ 0.0323 $ 0.0344 $ 0.0366 
Block 2 (501 - 700cQ n/a 0.0286 0.0341 0.0404 0.0430 0.0457 
Block 3(701 - 1,150cQ n/a 0.0344 0.0409 0.0485 0.0516 0.0549 
Block 4 (1, 150-+cQ n/a 0.0458 0.0546 0.0647 0.0688 0.0732 

Outside - Discount 
Block 1 (0 - 500cQ n/a $ 0.0344 $ 0.0409 $ 0.0485 $ 0.0516 $ 0.0549 
Block 2 (501 - 700cQ n/a 0.0430 0.0512 0.0606 0.0645 0.0686 
Block 3 (701 - 1, 150cQ n/a 0.0516 0.0614 0.0728 0.0774 0.0823 
Block 4 (1, 150-+cQ n/a 0.0688 0.0819 0.0970 0.1032 0.1098 

Non-Single Family 
Inside $ 0.0296 $ 0.0798 $ 0.0798 $ 0.0798 $ 0.0798 $ 0.0798 
Outside 0.0444 0.1197 0.1197 0.1197 0.1197 0.1197 

Commercial 
Inside $ 0.0296 $ 0.0300 $ 0.0357 $ 0.0423 $ 0.0450 $ 0.0479 
Outside 0.0444 0.0450 0.0535 0.0635 0.0675 0.0718 
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September 21 , 2020 
City of Woodland WA 
2021 New Utility Rates 

FCS GROUP Memorandum 

Table 3. Sewer Utility Monthly Fixed Charges 

(Assumes Year Round Average Winter Billing) 

c t Cl $/Monthly Fixed Charge 2021-2025 
us omer ass Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Inside 
Single Family $ 32.69 $ 33.83 $ 35.01 $ 36.24 $ 37.51 $ 38.82 
Single Family - Discount 24.52 25.37 26.26 27.18 28.13 29.12 
Non-Single Family 32.69 31.34 30.06 28.73 27.36 25.94 
Commercial 32.69 33.83 35.01 36.24 37.51 38.82 

Outside 
Single Family $ 49.03 $ 50.74 $ 52.52 $ 54.36 $ 56.26 $ 58.23 
Single Family - Discount 36.77 38.06 39.39 40.77 42.20 43.67 
Non-Single Family 49.03 47.01 45.09 43.10 41.04 38.90 
Commercial 49.03 50.74 52.52 54.36 56.26 58.23 

Industrial 
Columbia River Carbonates $ 211.55 $ 223.71 $ 236.58 $ 250.18 $ 264.57 $ 279.78 
Hamilton Materials 16.35 17.28 18.28 19.33 20.44 21 .62 
Monitored Customers 32.69 33.83 35.01 36.24 37.51 38.82 

Table 4. Sewer Utility Monthly Volume Charges 

(Assumes Year-Round Average Winter Billing) 

$/cf Variable Charges 2021-2025 
Customer Class Existing 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Inside 
Single Family $ 0.0587 $ 0.0605 $ 0.0626 $ 0.0648 $ 0.0670 $ 0.0694 
Single Family - Discount 0.0587 0.0453 0.0469 0.0486 0.0503 0.0520 
Non-Single Family 0.0587 0.0605 0.0626 0.0648 0.0670 0.0694 
Commercial 0.0881 0.0912 0.0944 0.0977 0.1011 0.1046 

Outside 
Single Family $ 0.0881 $ 0.0907 $ 0.0939 $ 0.0972 $ 0.1006 $ 0.1041 
Single Family - Discount 0.0881 0.0680 0.0704 0.0729 0.0754 0.0781 
Non-Single Family 0.0881 0.0907 0.0939 0.0972 0.1006 0.1041 
Commercial 0.1320 0.1368 0.1416 0.1465 0.1516 0.1570 

Industrial 
Columbia River Carbonates $ $ $ $ $ $ 
Hamilton Materials 0.0441 0.0466 0.0493 0.0522 0.0552 0.0583 
Monitored Customers 0.0883 0.0903 0.0903 0.0903 0.0903 0.0903 
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Table 5. New Stormwater Utility Monthly Rates per Equivalent Service Unit 

(Assumes 4,000sft per ESU) 
Baseline Monthly Rates 
Exclusive of City Uti11ty Taxes 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Residential 
Non-Residential, per ESU 

$4.48 $ 4.65 $ 4.83 $ 5.03 $ 5.23 $ 5.43 
$4.48 $ 4.65 $ 4.83 $ 5.03 $ 5.23 $ 5.43 

Table 6. Water Assessment Charge on New Connections 

Meter Size j Current 

5/8" or 3/4" $3,241 $4,246 

1" $4,283 $10,615 

1-1 /2" $7,177 $21 ,230 

2" $11 ,113 $33,968 

3" $22,574 $67,936 

4" $38,433 $106,150 

*Proposed charges use A WWA meter capacity standard ratios. Proposed 
charges represent the maximum defensible charge. The City can elect to 
charge equal to or less than , but not more. 

Table 7. Sewer Assessment Charge on New Connections 

Meter Size Current Proposed 

5/8" or 3/4" $4,920 $5,243 

1" $6,078 $13,106 

1-1/2" $9,261 $26,213 

2" $13,603 $41,941 

3" $26,336 $83,883 

4" $44,858 $131,068 

*Proposed charges use AWWA meter capacity standard ratios. Proposed 
charges represent the maximum defensible charge. The City can elect to 
charge equal 10 or less than , but not more. 
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Appendix: Council Options Reviewed on September 8, 2020 

City of Woodl.wl Pi11i11111i191611taiis 
jtage 1 CityC~ncil Wotksllc, A11g.asl 17, 2020 

Utility Rate Adjustment Options 

Water: 2020: SS0.95/mo (700d usage; ¾ inch water meeter) 

Optio■ 1: $54.52 (IIWlltaiD blitorical rate increase;; keep existin; rate saucnue) 
o Reduce CIP 

• by 90% (JO,~ ofClP completed); assuming 110 new debt or 
• by 50% (50'- of ClP completed); assuming SlM lltW deb1 

o Implement mo utility billillg 
o No cost-of-sen-ice based raies; SFR customers would be pa~ mon tha:I. !heir equitable 

share of costs 

Optio■ 2: $S7.66 (swtior; with Opti011 I, add equivalent saviDgs from Sewer qd apply to Warer; 
keep wstiDg raie saucture) 

o ReduceCIP 
By 30¾ CIP fwlded (70,~ of CIP complNed); ustlllllllg $1 lM new debt 

o Implemmt mo utility billing 
0 Ulliform 25,- low incom1! diSCOOlll 

o No cost-of-sti\ice based rates; SFR customer; would be payiDg o:ore dwl their equitable 
share of cosu 

Optio■ 3: $S3.ll/mo (fully fuDds capital md implements co~-of-service rates 10 ensure all classe:; 
pays equitable uw-e of costs) 

o 100~• C1P fmlded; $17.&M aew debt 
o Implement mo utility billillg 
o Ulliform 25~• low income discount 
o Implement cost-of-sen'ice based ratM (ph2sed ill over 2 years); SFR. customen would be 

113yiDg their equitable share of costs 
o FCS CROUP reco-uulatioa 

Stwtr: 2020: S83.00/mo (700cfusage) 

Optio■ 1: $88_8)/mo (m.ailltaill historical rate increase;; keep uistillg r:ite strucmre) 
o 100~• CIP funded; No new debt needed 
o lmp!emmt mo ulility billing 
o Uniform 2s,. low income discOUDt 
o No cost-of-sen.i ce b3sed ntes; SFR customen would be payiDg more lh.a!I t!leir equitable 

share of costs 

Op-tin 2: $85.67/mo md mo,re bill 53''illt;s O\,-er Option I (JJ.14) to Water {see Option 2) 
o JOO% C1P funded; S7.5M ne•• debt 
o In:p!emeut mo utility billing 
o Uniform 25,'o low income disco1111I 
o Implement cost-of-sen'ice rates; SFR customers would be paymg !heir equitable s!lan of 

costs 

Optio• 3: $85.67/mo (fully fwlds apital 1.11d in:plemeJJtS cost-of-service rates to ensure all clas;es 
pays equitable share of cosu) 

o 100,, CIP funded; S7 .SM ne"I\· debt 
o Implement mo utility billing 
o Unifmm 25% low income discOUDt 
o Implement cost-of-un'ice rates 
o FCS CROUP RKoamHdatioa 
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City of Wocdland ~iti~illtiiiis 
page 2 City CCU11cil \'/orks:hcp August 17, 2020 

Slormwater: 2020: No stormwater •tility 

Optio■ 1: $8/mo Sbtas Q■o (do 1101 form new stomnnter utility) 

o :Maintain current ll!\'el of senice 
o Continne flmdiD; stoi:mwater nffds Oil! o! streets budget 

o Semi-annual street sweepillg; 11s.-needed repairs and replacement; cul\'ert / ri:Jit-of-way 
maintell3llce 

Optio• 2: S5.03/mo Form stormwatu atility uul hmd baseliu Intl ■ffds 
o Semi-amiual street R 'eepillg; as.-needed reinirs and replacement; cul\'ert I righl-o!-way 

mainttlll!ICt 

o Streel projects funded (see below) 

Optio■ 3: S7.'731mo Form ston1nnter •tilily at f11ll lenl of senict neds 
o SR 503 s1ormwater project md pipe replacemem 
o Pipe COJllltctiO::l 2,cl a\'t!IUt 

o Fully fand CJP replacement and rep:nn 
o Strffl projects fwlded (see below) 

Li>"t of Street projKIS that CID be fanded if SIOlm'A.'SIU utility is fonned (applies o■ly to optio■s 2 Hd 3) 
CDBG Sidewalks city portion about $87k 
Pllcific Sidewalk project ,ns abow $6-0k 
HofifmaD sidewalks city portion about $40k 
In 2018 the city hall roof rePJlir was abolll S53.5k under general fund (001-518-30-48--00) - thus tlli!:. 
is flmds that cauld be used ill streets 
The mwl works road repain run betwem $101.-S20K per year 
Wes1 Sc.on Pacific to RR 'l\'ill hin,-e City funds o! S 125,866 
West Sc.on/Guild R.R to Schmmm, City funds $125,433 
Labshore, city funds $131,936 
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